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Yesterday I spoke about the part where the Emperor asks Bodhidharma, "Who is the one

standing in front of me?"  Everyone already knows that whoever it may be that is appearing in

front of you that person is not a fixated thing.  If, however, you do not see the person appearing

in front of you as not a fixated thing, if on the other hand you see the person as a fixated thing

then you also are seeing your self as a fixated thing.  Therefore, seeing both self and other as

fixated things you cannot understand your koans, and you come time after time to tell me, "I

don’t understand.  I don’t understand."  I tell you over and over again that you are not fixated.  I

tell you endlessly that which appears in front of you is not fixated, but still you cannot seem to

understand that.

The "I am" self is not a fixated thing.  In this same way that which is appearing in front of

you is also not fixated.  

How about that which is in between you and the person who is appearing in front of you?

You also fixate that distance.  You also do not really understand what that distance is, therefore

you cannot understand your koans.  

We have been doing this sesshin for five days.  During the sesshin I have been telling you

over and over again that you are not fixated, that which appears in front of you is not fixated, and

the distance, the interval of space in between you and the one in front of you is also not fixated.

Yet  none of  you will  do me the  favor  of  giving  me even a  speck of  understanding of  that

principle.  Therefore, although it may be hard for you, it is I who am really exhausted by this

sesshin.  

You have to penetrate clearly into what Bodhidharma says first: "Vast emptiness, nothing

sacred."  What he is talking about is the fact that everywhere, anywhere, there is not even a

single thing that is fixated.  Everything is an activity.  Everything is one constant activity.  Every

single existent being is an activity.  Everything is an activity.  No one, however, is aware of this.
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Everyone, oppositely, fixates themselves and looks upon others as fixated.  

As I talked about a little bit yesterday, when Bodhidharma answers the Emperor, in the

original he says "Fu Shiki  不識 ."  But although everyone seems to translate that as "I don’t

know" that is really a terrible translation.   

When you truly manifest the wisdom that knows that nothing is fixated, that everything is

an activity, then you will also know that, in fact, it is not possible to know that activity.  

You and the one in front and the distance between, all three are not fixated.  

The  Emperor,  however,  did  not  understand  that,  therefore  he  did  not  understand

Bodhidharma’s  answer  of  "No  consciousness."   If  you  can  really  understand  this,  "No

consciousness" then you will also understand that you do not exist, that the other is also ‘no-

other,’ and that the space in between is also not there.  

If Bodhidharma, the Emperor, and the distance in between them are all not fixated, then

where do they all go to?  Where do they all vanish in to?

Right here,  right  now there are a lot  of you practicing who have run up against  this

problem.  Over these past five days you have been grappling with this problem:  That which

appears to exist as a fixated existence is not truly fixated.  Where do these existences which you

have been seeing as fixated disappear into?  You are really struggling with this question.  Some

of you come to me and say, "Please teach me.  Please tell me what to do."  It is easy to teach.

But even if you are taught hundreds of times if the wisdom does not arise in you that truly grasps

that there is no such thing as a fixated "I am" self, there are no such things as fixated things, then

all of those hundreds of times of being taught will not result in your understanding.  Some people

get angry and say, "Roshi will not teach me!  He is so unkind!  He really is mean!"  The self who

appears  saying,  "He  is  unkind"  then  becomes  the  self  that  is  angry.   You  yourself  are

transforming yourself from one kind of self to another right then and there,  but you still  are

unaware of it, and complain that I do not teach you how to transform yourself.  

Generally speaking I think it is fair to say that what is called religious teaching is the kind

of teaching in which the teachers affirm the students so as to be loved by the students.  Most so

called religious teachers talk in such a way as to not negate their students, but instead, to affirm

them, so that they will receive the love of the students.  In this way the teachers lavishly praise

the students,  telling them they are beautiful  and good people.   Hearing this  the students are
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overjoyed.  If you tell someone "You are a wonderful walker, and you’re very good at standing

too" that person will become happy.  That’s just how it is.  In fact that self is always changing.

The sitting self becomes the standing self, who becomes the running self, who again becomes the

sitting self.  The self always changes.  This is why Buddhism teaches that when you stand you

have become the Standing Buddha, and when you run you have become the Running Buddha.

We can equally well say Running God or Standing God.  

If you can understand this law of nature  then you can at least get a hint of what it means

to say that the self is not a fixated thing.  These things called koans are designed to teach this

principle.  

However, it is not enough just to cook up those sorts of koans.  It must be further asked,

"What  kind of country does the self  disappear  into?  What  kind of a country does distance

disappear into?  What kind of a condition does the objective world disappear into?  Where does

your partner go to, and where do you, the subjective world, go to?"

When you meet each other everyone is happy.  You shake hands and hug each other, and

think, "This is wonderful!  This is grand!"  Distances have all vanished.  When you and the

other, when you and the mountain, when you and the pine tree act together, and come to meet

each other, then the distance between you disappears.  When two lovers meet each other the

distance in between vanishes.  The reason I am giving teisho on this now is because some of you

have this koan, and are struggling with it.  

To try to explain this more clearly it is said that the distance disappears in exactly the

same way as you yourself disappear.  

Both partners, at the same time dissolve their imperfect selves and become one with each

other, and there the space in between is annihilated.  I teach you this principle over and over

again, and I also show you with my actions this same law of the way things are over and over

again, and yet it seems to go in one ear and out the other, and you are left without understanding

at all.  That is why I get so exhausted.

One way to teach about this is to simply say that when A and B totally meet each other

then they manifest zero.   That means that A is completely experiencing B, and simultaneously B

is completely experiencing A.  This is what manifesting zero means.

I  am not  saying that  this  is  easy to  understand.   If  you are just  beginning your  Zen
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practice I do not expect you to understand, but what about those who have been doing zazen for

five or six years?  For those I expect that sometime you will have the realization, "Yes!  That

really is the way it is!"  

Over and over again up until now I have been telling you that in Buddhism that condition

is personified and called the manifestation of the activity of true love.  When you finally arrive at

that realization then it will be no longer necessary for you to hear the voices of people preaching

about Buddha’s Love or God’s Love.  With this realization you will also come to manifest the

wisdom that knows that to manifest zero is to live.  True living means to manifest zero.  

The reason why you cannot seem to understand the truth is because from the time you

were born you have been taught to unquestioningly affirm your self.  Your parents teach you to

unquestioningly affirm your self.  At school you are also taught to unquestioningly affirm your

self.   

When you can clearly understand the unification of A and B then you can also clearly

understand where the distance that had been between A and B disappears into.  This might sound

kind of cold and dry when I am talking in terms of A and B, but when you have this experience

for yourself you will break down  in tears of joy.  There are all sorts of different kinds of crying,

but the kind of crying I’m talking about is when people have this experience of zero, and then

tears pour down their faces.  Because when you know through and through that the distances that

appear appear right in the world of zero, appear right in the world of true love, of course you

have to cry.  There is nothing else to do.  That is the perfect self.  

There is no other way to manifest the complete self other than manifesting true love.

Buddhism speaks of manifesting true love, but when we look at that further we see that the

teaching of Buddhism is telling us that to be a human being means to live for true love.  The

purpose of our life is to live true love.  

The distance that appears in between A and B, when it disappears it disappears into the

activity of true love.  But true love has not appeared yet.  It is only when true love is manifest

totally that the distance totally disappears.  Just at the same time as, just in the same way as the

distance disappears the "I am" self also disappears.  That is when true love appears.  That is

when the true self is manifest.  

When love is manifest, when zero is manifest, then, in fact, all incomplete selves vanish.
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All incomplete selves are gone, and what is?  Perfect space is manifest.  

For people who cannot manifest the activity of true love for themselves, even if I tell you

this principle a million times you will always insist upon unquestioningly fixating yourself, and

no matter how much you are here in body, you will not really be engaged in Zen practice.  

There is really no possibility to know God, to know Buddha, to know the complete self.

Buddhism says that you cannot be taught these things.  You cannot know these things.  The only

way to get at these things is to experience them.

The  state  of  experiencing  true  love,  therefore,  is  also  called  the  state  of  perfect

knowledge.  Perfect knowledge means the kind of knowing in which there is no need to know.

This is consciousness that does not need to do consciousness.  

Therefore when Bodhidharma answers the Emperor by saying, "No Consciousness" he is

saying that the state manifest is the state that does not need to do consciousness.  This state no

longer needs to know anything.  

This is the part that I spoke about yesterday, so I really should not need to talk about it

again today, but because five or six of you are really struggling with this koan I thought I would

talk about it just a little bit.  

What if you were in Bodhidharma’s shoes, and were asked by the Emperor, "Who is it

who is standing before me now?"  How would you answer?  There really is no "I am" self, is

there!?  So how can you answer?

After all of this the Emperor still did not understand Bodhidharma’s answer.  You might

think that Bodhidharma would have praised the Emperor, saying things like, "You are a very

great Emperor.  It is obvious you have studied much Buddhism," but Bodhidharma did not praise

him at all.  He just said, "No consciousness."  

I wonder how the original, "Fushiki, 不識" would best be translated into English.  It is

not easy.  Ordinarily "Fushiki" is translated as "I don’t know," but my translator translated it as

"No consciousness."  But still it doesn’t seem like the perfect translation.  

In any case, in the end Bodhidharma concluded that Emperor Wu was not someone who

could really be his partner in practice, not someone who would really ever understand Buddhism,

and so he left.  He crossed the Yellow River, leaving the Kingdom of Liang and entering the

Kingdom of Wei.  
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Everyone is the same in this I think, when the bird we caught escapes from us, even more

than if we had never had it, we think of the escaped bird as beautiful and we long after it.  This

was a good thing about Emperor Wu.  For a moment he caught Bodhidharma as his lover, but

then Bodhidharma slipped away from him, and after Bodhidharma escaped Emperor Wu longed

after him and wanted to meet him even more.  So, one day the Emperor asked Master Chih, who

was his attendant, about what happened to Bodhidharma.

I have to say something about Master Chih first.  He was, of course, someone who had

studied Buddhism very deeply.  Master Chih was the Emperor’s attendant, but I think it is clear

that he had surpassed the Emperor in his understanding of Buddhism.   

Master Chih is  pretty  severe with the Emperor.   He cross examines  him right away,

saying in response to his question, "What!?  You still do not understand who that person was?"

This is quite a strong attendant with quite a strong tongue.  He says, in essence, "You are the

Emperor!  I thought that you would know who that was in a deeper way than ordinary people,

but you seem not to!"  In response to this, however, the Emperor says quite meekly, "No, in fact

I do not know yet."  In this case the Emperor really does not know, in the ordinary sense of "I

don’t know," and so the usual translation, "I don’t know" is quite suitable here.  However, even

though both Bodhidharma and The Emperor said, in the original, "Fushiki" the meanings are

very different from each other.   If you can see that there is a difference as great as the difference

between heaven and earth between this two "fushiki"s, even though the words are the same, then

you can be said to be actually ready to study this Blue Cliff Record.  

Then Master Chih faces Emperor Wu and it is as if he blurts out, "Emperor, you know,

you are just  unquestioningly accepting  the objective  world as  objective,  aren’t  you!?"  This

means that as long as the Emperor is seeing from the "I am" perspective then he will always be

taking Bodhidharma as an object.  In religious terms, it is as if he is saying, "Emperor, as long as

you are standing and looking from the "I am" point of view then you will eternally see God as an

object!"  And then you will have to be God’s slave eternally!  

Everyone says that we need God.  And that’s true!  However, if we seek a fixated God,

then no matter how much time passes, we will be the objects to the subject who is God, and in

that way we will be the slaves of God.     

This  is  why  Master  Chih  speaks  so  clearly  to  the  Emperor,  and  says  right  out,
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"Bodhidharma is not an object.  Bodhidharma cannot be taken as a fixated object."  Master Chih

is saying very clearly to the Emperor,  "Bodhidharma is not an object.   Bodhidharma is now

manifesting the state in which subject and object have completely unified.  Bodhidharma has

seen through you completely, and become one with you in true love.  Bodhidharma is zero."  In

Buddhism that state of subject and object unified as zero is called, "The Great Teacher Kannon

bodhisattva."   When  Master  Chih  says,  "Bodhidharma  is  The  Great  Teacher  Kannon

bodhisattva" he means that Bodhidharma cannot be taken as an object, because he is zero.  Then

finally Emperor Wu understood, "Bodhidharma was my true lover."

If you are earnest about your search for your true lover then you should know that, in

religious terms, God is the only one who can be your true lover.  In Buddhist terms your true

lover must be the dharmakaya.  However it is not easy to find that true lover, because the true

lover cannot be found in heaven or in hell.  The true lover only appears when heaven and hell

become one.  That is why it is hard to find!  The only way to find the true lover is to learn the

principle of manifesting true love ourselves, and then to put what we have learned into practice,

exactly as we have learned it.

I am running out of time so I cannot linger here any longer.  I have to hurry up.  But

please take what you have heard and contemplate it carefully doing zazen.  

Then,  having  heard  this,  the  Emperor  says  to  Master  Chih,  "Well  then,  send  some

servants after him to fetch him back!"

 Now master Chih answers, just as you would expect him to, magnificently, he is really

something, he says, "Emperor!  Don’t say such a thing!  Even if you were to send somebody

after him he could never be caught."  This is actually what Setcho ends up writing his poem

about.  If you really can manifest the wisdom that understands Master Chih here there will be

nothing to do except for to be moved by it.  

The first thing Master Chih says is, "Iu koto nakare! 言うこと莫れ"  It means something

like, "Shut up!  Don’t say anything!  There is no need to take anything as an object and then open

up your mouth and blabber and jabber on and on about it!"  Some people might say, "My lover is

beautiful!  She is SOOO shapely!  Her voice is like music!" But here Master Chih is saying,

"Keep it to yourself!  Don’t tell me!"  It is as if he is saying, "Your lover is you!  You don’t need

to talk about her!"  
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If you can understand this you will also clearly understand the MU koan of Buddhism.

Standing up and sitting  down in  sanzen,  that’s  fine,  that  is  one way of  expressing the MU

activity.  In the beginning that is what is taught.  However, if you are simply standing and sitting

over and over without understanding what you are doing, then you are probably just doing those

activities without understanding if you have an "I am" self or not.  In other words you are just

standing and sitting in the midst of unquestioningly acknowledging the existence of your "I am"

self.  That is why we call that kind of Zen "Kindergarten Zen."  

Already distances, already the present moment has vanished.  Bodhidharma is the guy

who does that kind of activity.  That is why he says, "Don’t even try to send somebody after him

to fetch him back."  If you want to chase after your lover the only thing you can really do is

travel along with her.  The only thing to do is travel around with your lover.  You must become a

gypsy with Bodhidharma and travel with him.  If you cannot understand this then you will not

really be able to understand what Master Chih is getting at when he says, "Don’t speak!"  

Then Master Chih thought, sizing up the Emperor, "I don’t think he really understands

yet.  I think I must tell him in yet another way!"  Therefore he goes on to say, "Even if all the

people of the world were to go after him he would never come back."  There are many, many

existent beings in this cosmos, and what Master Chih is telling the Emperor here is that even if

every single one of them were to leave their home and go after Bodhidharma he would never

come back.  When you read Master Setcho’s poem you can see how in love he fell with this last

sentence of Master Chih, "Even if all the people of the world were to go after him he would not

return."  I don’t know if your lover is rich or poor, but it is perhaps it can be said that to become

a gypsy with your lover is the most wonderful thing.  However, if you fixate ‘gypsy’ then you

will  become tied up by the gypsy life-style.   We must never fixate!   We must always keep

moving forward!  

Even, however, in moving forward, it is both tatha-gata and tatha-agata, both of the two

essential opposing forces manifesting that moving forward.  

The guy who started Buddhism, the big boss of Buddhism, the Almighty when it comes

to Buddhism, when he was young was called Siddhartha.  Later, to honor him, his students called

him, "The Buddha."  Why did they respect him so much?  The reason they respected him so

much was because after his enlightenment, for forty nine years, he traveled living like a gypsy
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with his true lover.  It is not possible to live like gypsies unless you really love each other.  When

you happen to meet up with the death activity together then you both must die at the same time.

When it is time to live you both manifest living together.  This is the teaching of Buddhism.  At

the same time!  You appear at the same time therefore whether it is life or death it doesn’t matter.

It is no problem.  You just do it together.  When the "I am" self appears and fixates itself  then

that simultaneous action  becomes impossible.  Thinking things like,  "I don’t want to live with

people who are distasteful to me!  I don’t want to be in the same place as my enemies!" is the

kind of thinking that the Pope was criticizing when he repented for the way the Jewish people

have been persecuted by his people.  I talked about this during the last sesshin as well.  Well,

someone should have noticed that about two thousand years ago, but, anyway, this Pope finally

caught on, so it’s probably fair to call him a great Pope.  You would think that after the Pope

made his astounding public repentance a lot of people would respond to it.  You would think that

many different opinions would be expressed, and that it would be a hot topic of discussion, but I

haven’t really seen much at all!  It isn’t as if I am a particular friend of Jews, or Christians, but

the simple fact is that you must have an opinion about what the Pope did!  This was important.  

In Christianity there is the teaching of The Trinity, but perhaps the reason why there were

times, historically,  when Christians persecuted other groups of people, was that they did not

understand this teaching.  

Today is picture day, so we should stop teisho here.

終

The End
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